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Things to Come

Navy, the Army, the RAF.”

One of the most amazing pieces of

technology is in the £400,000-plus pilot

helmet.

A system combines feeds

from six infrared digital

cameras

located

around

the aircraft and other sensors –

like radar – into a seamless 360˚

panorama, all in real time.

The view for the pilots makes the F-35

completely invisible – look down and all

you can see is the ground.

“There’s so much autonomy and so

much more information that the pilot can

see, control and assist and the sheer

depth that you give to each role,” said Wg

Cdr Beck.

“So, for example, in reconnaissance,

we are seeing sensors that you never

imagined existed years ago and in combat,

the air-to-air arena, it’s stealthy so it’s a

feather in our cap.

“It’s the depth, the multitude of sensors

on this aircraft which doesn’t exist in

anything else. In fact it combines a whole

array of them.

“In the air-to-air environment its stealthy

technology changes how we do everything

day to day.

“The programme at the moment

acknowledges very experienced operators,

selected for their historical capability, so

it’s proven test pilots or weapon instructors

or people with many thousands of hours

who it’s geared to.”

he UK team has so far taken delivery

T

of three F-35Bs – a single-engine short

takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL) variant –



named BK-1, BK-2 and, you’ve guessed

it... BK-3. A fourth is on order while

orders for further aircraft have yet to be

announced.

A number of UK firms produce

components for the F-35, which are

assembled at Lockheed Martin’s Fort

Worth base in Texas.

From an initial one flight a day, F-35s are

now flying almost continuously at Eglin.

Novel experiences dealing with a new

aircraft have included hot-pit refuelling, a

procedure usually carried out in combat
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situations to rapidly refuel aircraft while

their engines are running – just like a pitstop in Formula 1 racing.

Wg Cdr Beck added: “The programme

is enormous, it’s probably the

biggest military programme

that’s ever existed in the

world, with a multitude of

different nations; there’s a lot

of input but as such there’s a lot

of people wanting a lot of capability

out of it so it’s a case of managing those

aspirations but also looking at what this

is going to deliver in 2018-2020 and really

focusing on that future date.

“I hope to fly off the HMS Queen

Elizabeth. I’ll be quite upset if I don’t!”

Also heading to Edwards is Sqn Ldr

Frankie Bulcher, who has more than 170

hours of F-35B flying under his belt.

“Flying the F-35B is not unlike flying the

Typhoon from a handling perspective. It’s

very manoeuvrable, very powerful as it’s

got a lot of thrust – 40,000lb of thrust – but

where the aircraft comes into its own is

from the missions systems perspective,”

said the 36-year-old.

“It’s much more advanced than the

previous aircraft I’ve flown in terms of what

you can do in the cockpit on missions

systems. But from a purely handling

perspective it’s a joy to fly.

“It’s very simple – the aircraft is always

looking out for you. It doesn’t take long

to learn how to fly it but the difficulty is

operating all the mission systems, the

sensors etc.”

Sqn Ldr Bulcher, who has been joined

in the USA by wife Rachel and daughters

Josie, five, and Charlotte, two, admitted he

didn’t initially think the F-35B would be an

option for his career.

“I never even considered flying

the Lightning until shortly before the

opportunity arose. To me it was something

that was so far in the future you always

assume you’re not going to be involved in

something like that.

“So to actually finding out that I had the

opportunity to come out here to coming

out here was three to four months and I

didn’t have much time to think about it.

“I think in the UK the public don’t realise



how close this aircraft is to coming over to

the UK and being based there. It is a reality

– we are flying every day, flying hundreds

of hours a month with both the US and UK

flying together. Being part of this is very

exciting and I feel very privileged.

“Bearing in mind we were flying one

aircraft the day I first arrived, the slow

build up to be flying ten aircraft in the same

formation on the same day is probably the

flying highlight for me so far.”

nabling the pilots to have an ‘easy’ job

E

in the skies at the huge air base – it

covers more than 700 square miles and

the runway is shared with Fort Walton

Regional Airport – is a small team of UK

engineers, led by WO2 Martin Fairfield and

CPOAET Ihsaan ‘Ish’ Aokal, the avionics

manager for the UK maintainers.

“The main objective for me is to ensure

the guys are getting the necessary training

they need for operational tests, ensuring

they understand the systems on the

aircraft. So when we move to operational

tests they will have a fair idea of some of

the problems which may come up so they

are prepared for that,” Ish said.

“The technology is exciting but equally

perplexing. There’s a lot to get your head

round. I certainly feel we have only touched

the surface as to what’s involved with this

aircraft. We still have a great deal to learn

about it, that presents quite a challenge.

“Working on the F-35B was something

that was definitely on my radar for a

number of years. I was previously on the

Harrier circuit and enjoyed working on

fixed-wing aircraft. The opportunity to do

so ceased in 2010, so when I was selected

to be involved in this programme I was

obviously delighted.

“To be involved in the introduction

of fixed-wing aircraft for the Navy was

something I was excited about and am still

excited about.”

Excitement has come in spades for the

RN man, as wife Hebah gave birth to the

couple’s twins Kareem and Raya a year

ago. The couple also have a three-year-old

son Zaid.

 Continued overleaf



● Main Image: One of the UK's F-35Bs at Eglin Air Force Base in

Florida

● Top: Sunrise at Eglin with BK-2 in its canopy

● Above: LAET Martin Williams prepares BK-2 ahead of a flight

● Below: Lt Cdr Ian Tidball in front of BK-2 at Eglin

Pictures: Sgt Pete Mobbs, RAF
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